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LINK, IDEAL FOR A SWIFT CHANGE 
THE WORKSPACE TO PERFECTLY 
MATCH EACH COLLABORATIVE 
PATTERNS; TRAINING, LECTURING, 
CLASSROOM, WORKSHOP SESSION, 
DISCUSSION, GROUP MEETING, 
CONFERENCING, CONVENTION, 
PRESENTATION AND ETC. MYRIAD 
CONFIGURATIONS ARE POSSIBLE.



IN TRAINING



New mobile freestanding table, 
connectable with ganging set for 
more sturdiness.  Complete the 
innumerable forms with trapezoid 
and hexagon table to upgrade the 
standard row configuration.

With trapezoid shape table at the 
middle, a sine wave configuration is 
created, hence an effective training 
atmosphere are in your control. 
Personal belongings are finely 
organized in belonging shelf.

7.6 m

3.8 m



IN CONFERENCE

Meticulously designed for intensive and collaborative communication, thus the conference form 
creating synergy ideas and solutions within a group of colleagues. Extendable seat capacity 
is plausible, as needed. High flexibility to arrange in either open or close configuration per 
selection from varies sizes of table.

With diamond shape configuration, interaction is easier. All participants can discuss direct to 
each other. The layout can be extended or shrunk per different seat requirements.

9 m

2.3 m



IN MEETING

With assorted shapes, innumerable configurations can be created.  Set up and store the 
meeting table is easier. The excessive tables can be composed to serve other purposes in 
minutes, or nested to conserve space.

Limitless possibilities to suit with each discussion layout, open- or close-type. Hexagon table 
allows creating “V” configuration that supports presentation and teleconference.

2.3 m

2.2 m



 FOLD | UNFOLD

 NESTING

 MODESTY PANEL

 BELONGING SHELF

LEGS LOCKING CASTORS

 FOLDING BUTTON

 GANGING MECHANISM 

FEATURES



Belonging Shelf

Ganging Set

Mobile Folding Table

Rectangular table
W 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800
D 500
H 740

Trapezoid table
W 1287, 1487, 1587, 1687, 1887
D 498
H 740

W 1200, 1400, 1500, 1600, 1800
D 700
H 740

W 1322, 1522, 1622, 1722, 1922
D 697
H 740

W 975, 1175, 1275, 1375, 1575
D 170
H 140

W 1622
D 170
H 140

Hexagon table
W 1287
D 541
H 740

W 1622
D 758
H 740

RANGE
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It has been over a few years that ROCKWORTH has studied the consequences 
to the environment caused by our business. The study is conducted not 
only within our organization but also to our customers, suppliers and other 
environmental specialists.

We understand the difference of steps toward the sustainable organization 
and realize that we can only achieve this by working together with everyone 
in our company. Starting from product design, production through delivery 
and installation.

In the journey of sustainable business and environmental friendly, we 
continuously focus on the following development and improvement.

• Our products meet or exceed applicable legal requirements and other 
requirement related to the environment aspects of the organization.

• We are continuously improving performance focus on preventing pollution, 
reducing waste and reducing consumption of non-renewable energy.

• We are implementing technologies to efficiently use of energy resources.
• We design, process and produce our products for the environment.
• We promote environmental knowledge and awareness.

STEP TOWARD THE GREEN



www.rockworth.com


